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whose importance is being recognized by
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This term is a combination of two separate
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exploration of a cultural phenomenon. The
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comminutes are recognized as an information

collecting data. There are three types of data as

source for individuals that influence their

Archive, which are generated without the

behaviors. Communities are everywhere, and
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So concretely, how does Netnography works?
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This includes regularly reviewing discussions,

before publishing [4].

maintaining a thorough record of all postings,

Like
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Netnography has not been yet analyzed from

of the discussion, and identifying themes

two positive and negative sides. For health

within the conversations with respect to

educator researchers, Netnography causes

content, context, and type of interactions. Once

individuals participating in online communities

they have entered the communities and know

often share in-depth insight on themselves, their

better about the behaviors, they can start
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opportunities
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making lifestyle
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objective

immerge
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information
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they make as consumers. In other words,

beliefs and any related factors to objective life

individuals may be more open online than in

style) might be useful in explaining a range of

real life. In addition, Internet provides have

interventional strategies with wider applications.

access to a broader cohort of respondents, enjoy
greater continuity in research, and perform
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